Monday, October 26, 1924

THE TECH

BOTH FIELD TEAMS ARE DEFEATED

SOPHS AND FROSH FOOTBALL TEAMS LOSE TWO GAMES

Sophomores Lose to Dean by One Goal in Twilight

Gridiron Tussle

Sophomore back to the 35 yard where on an 'Idard Seminary 19 to 8 before they could fairly good ellds. a tackle and a guard quote jiggs, "we found out we had two handle both sides of the front ovall. To chieflys off the right side of the line, teaml was good and somne very rotten. the bvack field wvas Cline, Dyer, Franks r.t., Sherrill and r.e., Rhinehart. In Stanley; center. Dodge ; r.g., Volantc -

a lot of fight against the fast traveling that after the team had learned their score of the game.

and over the goal line, for the only as neither suspected 11111of having the next to the

punt from their owen goal line.

of danger. Then back would

the left side withstood the charge but

shadow of the goal they decided that

Dean again, the Sophs giving them a

plays that the Franklin team sent at

sheer strength stopped the Dean of-

though the first quarter was not half

with the confidence that is bound to

yard gain.

in the afternoon when

Dean Seconds in a twilight af-

the gamie and even going out on the

Generall Electric gamne at Lytnn

Two trys at the center of

Tressel and Russell

"More men and first War, we want

Sophs Lack a Kicker

plays have to be worked out also the

E. stalw arts next Saturday afternoon.
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